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Space Services (Core & Verge)

The Space Services segment of the SpaceTech industry focuses on providing a range of services that support the development and 
deployment of space-related technologies and infrastructure. This segment encompasses a diverse range of services, from launch services 
to space-based communications, and includes companies that work with both government agencies and private sector organizations. Some 
key features and benefits of the Space Services segment include:

● Launch services for satellites and other spacecraft, including launch vehicle design and development, payload integration, and launch 
operations.

● Space-based communications services, such as satellite-based internet, television, and radio, as well as tracking and telemetry services for 
spacecraft.

● Satellite imagery and remote sensing services, which provide high-resolution imagery and data for a range of applications, including 
environmental monitoring, natural resource management, and national security.

● Space-based navigation and positioning services, including the Global Positioning System (GPS) and other satellite-based navigation 
systems.

● Space weather monitoring and forecasting services, which provide information on solar flares, geomagnetic storms, and other space 
weather events that can affect space-based technologies and infrastructure.

● Space debris and orbital debris monitoring and mitigation services, which help to ensure the safety and sustainability of space operations 
by tracking and mitigating the risks posed by space debris.

● Collaboration with government agencies and other organizations in the SpaceTech industry to develop new services and solutions that 
support the growth and development of the space industry.

Overall, the Space Services segment plays a critical role in enabling the development and operation of space-based technologies and 
infrastructure. By providing a range of services that support space-based operations, this segment helps to unlock new opportunities for 
scientific research, commercial applications, and national security.



Space Observation (Core & Verge)

The Space Observation segment of the SpaceTech Industry focuses on developing and deploying technology solutions for Earth observation, 
remote sensing, and environmental monitoring from space. These companies leverage space-based platforms and sensors to gather data 
and information about our planet, which can be used to inform a wide range of applications and industries. The key features of the Space 
Observation segment include:

● Development and deployment of Earth observation satellites and other space-based platforms, such as the International Space 
Station, to gather data and imagery of the Earth from space.

● Use of remote sensing technologies, including radar and optical sensors, to capture high-resolution images and data on various 
aspects of the Earth, such as weather patterns, land use, and natural resources.

● Data analysis and interpretation using advanced algorithms and machine learning techniques to extract meaningful insights and 
patterns from the vast amounts of data collected from space.

● Provision of data products and services to a range of industries, including agriculture, forestry, energy, and environmental 
management, to support decision-making and improve operational efficiency.

● Collaboration with government agencies and research institutions to develop and implement space-based observation and 
monitoring programs to address global challenges, such as climate change, natural disasters, and ecosystem management.

● Development of new technologies and solutions to improve the accuracy and precision of Earth observation and remote sensing 
data, such as new sensors and platforms, and advanced signal processing and data analysis techniques.

● Promotion of public awareness and education on the value of space-based observation and monitoring, and the potential for these 
technologies to address critical global challenges and support sustainable development.

Overall, the Space Observation segment of the SpaceTech Industry plays a critical role in providing Earth observation and remote sensing 
data to a wide range of industries and applications, supporting decision-making and innovation in fields such as agriculture, forestry, energy, 
and environmental management. Through collaboration with government agencies, research institutions, and industry partners, these 
companies are driving innovation and advancing our understanding of the Earth and its complex systems.



Space Technologies (Core & Verge)

Space Technologies is a segment of the SpaceTech industry that is focused on the development and application of advanced technologies 
for space exploration, research, and commercial activities. This segment includes a wide range of companies and organizations that are 
involved in various aspects of space technology, from designing and building spacecraft and launch vehicles to developing advanced 
materials and software for space applications. The key features of the Space Technologies segment include:

● Research and development of advanced technologies for space exploration, including propulsion systems, materials science, and 
robotics.

● Development and deployment of satellite and other space-based systems for communication, navigation, earth observation, and 
remote sensing.

● Manufacturing and testing of launch vehicles, rockets, and other space transportation systems.
● Development of new space habitats and infrastructure to support human spaceflight and long-term space exploration.
● Collaboration with government agencies and other organizations in the SpaceTech industry to develop comprehensive space 

technologies and solutions.
● Innovation in areas such as space tourism and commercial space exploration, which are driving the development of new technologies 

and business models.

Overall, Space Technologies are critical for space exploration, research, and development, enabling humans to understand more about the 
universe and our place within it. Space Technologies have the potential to unlock new discoveries and innovations that can benefit life on 
Earth, including advancements in communication, transportation, and energy technologies. With ongoing investments in Space 
Technologies, the industry will continue to evolve and push the boundaries of what is possible in space exploration and beyond.



Space Development (Core & Verge)

Space Technologies is a segment of the SpaceTech industry that is focused on the development and application of advanced technologies 
for space exploration, research, and commercial activities. This segment includes a wide range of companies and organizations that are 
involved in various aspects of space technology, from designing and building spacecraft and launch vehicles to developing advanced 
materials and software for space applications. The key features of the Space Technologies segment include:

● Research and development of advanced technologies for space exploration, including propulsion systems, materials science, and 
robotics.

● Development and deployment of satellite and other space-based systems for communication, navigation, earth observation, and 
remote sensing.

● Manufacturing and testing of launch vehicles, rockets, and other space transportation systems.
● Development of new space habitats and infrastructure to support human spaceflight and long-term space exploration.
● Collaboration with government agencies and other organizations in the SpaceTech industry to develop comprehensive space 

technologies and solutions.
● Innovation in areas such as space tourism and commercial space exploration, which are driving the development of new technologies 

and business models.

Overall, Space Technologies are critical for space exploration, research, and development, enabling humans to understand more about the 
universe and our place within it. Space Technologies have the potential to unlock new discoveries and innovations that can benefit life on 
Earth, including advancements in communication, transportation, and energy technologies. With ongoing investments in Space 
Technologies, the industry will continue to evolve and push the boundaries of what is possible in space exploration and beyond.



Data from Space (Core & Verge)

Data from Space is a segment of the SpaceTech industry that focuses on collecting, analyzing, and utilizing data acquired from space-based 
assets. This segment relies on the use of advanced technology and innovation to capture and process data, providing valuable insights and 
solutions to various industries. Here are some key features and benefits of this segment:

● Collection and analysis of data from Earth observation satellites, providing vital information on climate change, natural disasters, and 
environmental patterns.

● Utilization of satellite communications to provide internet and other communication services in remote areas where traditional 
infrastructure is lacking.

● Use of satellite-based navigation systems to provide accurate location and timing information to various industries, such as 
transportation and logistics.

● Development of advanced space-based sensors and instruments to capture and analyze data from the universe, enabling new 
discoveries in astronomy and astrophysics.

● Use of satellite data for precision agriculture, enabling farmers to optimize crop yields and reduce waste.
● Provision of critical data for disaster response and relief efforts, allowing for faster and more effective responses to emergencies.
● Development of new technologies and data analysis methods to enhance the value and accuracy of space-based data, unlocking new 

applications and opportunities for various industries.

Overall, Data from Space is a critical segment of the SpaceTech industry, providing a wealth of information and solutions to various sectors. 
The use of space-based assets to collect and process data has revolutionized industries such as agriculture, telecommunications, and 
environmental monitoring, among others. With continued innovation and development, the potential applications of Data from Space are 
endless, paving the way for a more sustainable and connected world.



Space Manufacturing (Core & Verge)

Space Manufacturing is a segment of the SpaceTech Industry that focuses on the development and production of products and materials for 
use in space. It involves the design, construction, and assembly of equipment and structures that can withstand the harsh conditions of 
space. The key features of Space Manufacturing include:

● Development of specialized manufacturing processes and technologies that are suitable for use in space.
● Production of materials and components that can withstand the extreme temperature fluctuations, radiation exposure, and vacuum 

environment of space.
● Design and assembly of space structures, such as habitats and stations, that can provide a sustainable living environment for 

humans in space.
● Production of satellite components, including solar panels, batteries, and sensors, that are essential for the functioning of 

space-based infrastructure.
● Development of additive manufacturing technologies that can be used to create complex structures and components in space, using 

locally sourced materials.
● Collaboration with other segments of the SpaceTech industry to design and build integrated systems that can support human 

exploration and commercial activities in space.
● Research and development of new materials and manufacturing processes that can further enhance the capabilities and 

sustainability of space manufacturing.

Overall, Space Manufacturing plays a critical role in enabling human exploration and commercial activities in space. By developing new 
manufacturing technologies and processes, and producing specialized materials and components, Space Manufacturing is paving the way 
for a sustainable and prosperous space economy. The goal of Space Manufacturing is to create products and structures that are optimized 
for use in space, and that can support long-term human presence and exploration in this exciting frontier.



Space-Applied Businesses

Space-Applied Businesses is a category of companies that are not currently involved in the SpaceTech industry but have a potential for 
integration into this field in the future. These businesses have technologies that can be applied to space-related activities, such as:

● Drones: Companies that manufacture drones can potentially develop drones for space exploration and monitoring.
● Nanotechnologies: Companies that work with nanomaterials can develop materials that are more suitable for use in space 

environments.
● Smart Materials: Companies that work with smart materials can develop materials that can be used in spacecraft and space 

equipment that can adapt to changing conditions.
● Cyber Security: Companies that provide cybersecurity solutions can offer their services to protect space assets and infrastructure 

from cyber threats.
● Expert Systems (AI): Companies that develop AI systems can potentially create AI systems that can assist with space exploration and 

decision-making.
● Robotics: Companies that manufacture robots can potentially develop robots for space exploration and maintenance of space 

infrastructure.
● Additive Manufacturing (3D): Companies that use 3D printing can potentially print space equipment and spare parts on demand, 

reducing the need for resupply missions.

These companies may not currently participate in SpaceTech activities, but they have a significant potential for integration into the industry in 
the future. As the SpaceTech sector continues to grow and develop, these companies may find new opportunities to apply their technologies 
and expertise to support the needs of the space industry. From developing autonomous drones for space exploration to creating smart 
materials for spacecraft components, these companies can play an important role in advancing the capabilities of SpaceTech. By exploring 
the potential synergies between their technologies and the needs of the space industry, these companies can pave the way for a new era of 
innovation in space exploration and beyond.
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SpaceTech Core and Verge Sectors by Number of Companies in 2023

More than 3,000 core and 
verge SpaceTech companies 
have been classified into 14 
сategories. Space 
Manufacturing and Satellite 
Communication  appear to 
be the two largest sectors. 
The Space Observation 
subsector is also significant 
in its size. There are a large 
number of different 
subsectors fueling the space 
industry.

*Space-Applied - not shown
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